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Reel 1

7021-68. Ukraine, Nikolaevskaya (Nikolaev) oblast

177 Arbuzinskiy, Bashtanskiy, Bereznegovatskiy and Blagodatnovskiy. 1944.
178 Bratskiy, Varvarovskiy and Vaselinovskiy regions.

179 Vladimirskiy, Voznesenskiy, Yelanetskiy and Kazanovskiy regions. June-Oct. 1944

180 The city of Nikolaev.

181 Nikolaevskiy region (now Oktyabrskiy region). May-Sep. 1944

182 Novo-Bugskiy and Novo-Odesskiy districts. 1944.

183 Ochakovskiy, Snegirevskiy, Telegulo- Berezanskiy and Privolnianskiy regions. March-September 1944.

214 Nikolaevskaya oblast.

215 Nikolaevskaya oblast.

220 Nikolaevskaya oblast.

221 Vladimirskiy district. 1944

7021-61. Ukraine. Zaporozhskaya (Zaporozhe) oblast
(See Reel 2 for additional material)

1 Pologovskiy and Osipenkovskiy regions. Nov. 30 - Oct. 11, 1943

3 The city of Pology and its regions. Novozlotsopolskiy region.

4 The city of Zaporozhye. Dec. 1943.

5 The city of Zaporozhye.

6 Akimovskiy region. February - May, 1944.

7 Andreevskiy region. 1944.

10 Vasilievskiy region. 1944.

11 Guliay-Polskiy region.

12 The city of Melitopol. 1943 - 1944.

13 Zaporozhskiy region. 1944.

14 Kamenskiy region. 1944.

17 Melitopolskiy region. February, 1944.
18 Michailovskiy region. 1944.

19 Novo-Nikolaevskiy region. 1943 - 1944.

20 Novo-Vasilievskiy region. 1943 - 1944.

21 Zlotopolskiy region. 1944.

22 Zaporozhskaya oblast, Osipenkovskiy region. September 1943 - May 1944.

23 Orehovskiy region. December 1943 - May 1944.

25 Pologovskiy region. September 1943 - May 1944.

26 Primorskiy region. 1944.

29 Bolshoi Tokmakskiy region. 1944

30 Bolshoi Tokmakskiy region. May 1944.

691 Zaporozhskaya oblast. 1943-1944.

703 The city of Zaporozhe.

704 Primorskiy region. October - November, 1943.

706 The city of Zaporozhe. Copy of the book "About new order, established by German fascist occupiers in the city of Zaporozhe and struggle against it of Soviet people."

771 Zaporozhskaya oblast. May 31, 1944.

(One additional folder on Zaporozhskaya oblast is located on Reel 2, immediately after the material on Kamenets-Podolskaya oblast.)

7021-9. Ukraine, Crimea oblast
(See Reels 2 and 7 for additional material)

33 Bahchisarayskiy region. April - October, 1944.

34 Buik-Onlarskiy region. 1944.

35 The city of Eupatoriya. 1944.

36 Zuiskiy region. 1944.

37 Ichkinskiy region. May-July 1944
38 City of Kerch. March-Sep. 1944
39 City of Kerch. March-April, 1944
40 Krasno-Perekopskiy region. July-Aug. 1944
42 Larindorfskiy region. July-Oct. 1944
44 Saksiy region. April-June, 1944.
45 City of Sevasopol. June-July 1944
46 Idem
47 City of Simferopol. June-Oct. 1944
48 Idem

Reel 2

7021-9. Ukraine, Crimea Oblast
(See Reels 1 and 7 for additional material)
49 City of Simferopol. July - October, 1944.
50 Idem, Oct.-Nov. 1994
51 Idem, April-July 1944
52 Idem, June-July 1944
53 Staro-Crimea region, April-July, 1944
54 Sudaskiy region
55 Telmanskiy region
56 City of Feodosiya
57 City of Feodosiya. Jul.-Oct. 1944
58 Idem
61 Kolayskiy region
62 Balaplavskiy region
79 Evpatoryskiy region
80 Karasybazarskiy region. May 1944
81 Seytlerskiy region. May 1944
83 Kirovskiy region. July 1944
84 Fraydorfskiy region. Jan.-Oct. 1944
85 Crimea ASSR. 1944
194 Idem. April-July, 1944
220 Idem
231 Crimea Oblast. Dec. 19, 1941
232 Primorskiy region, village of Bagerovo. 1945
235 City of Simferopol. May 1944

7021-64. Ukraine, Kamenets-Podol'skaya oblast
792 Nov 22, 1944 - April 1945
798 Dynaevetskiy region
799 City of Kamenets-Podolsk. May 1944
802 Medzhizobzhskiy, Michalpolskiy and Minkovetskiy regions. May-June 1944
803 Novo-Yshitskiy and Oryninskiy regions. May-June 1943
804 Ostropolskiy region. May-June 1944
813 City of Proskurov, Proskurovskiy and Satanovskiy regions. May-June 1944.
814 Slavutskiy region. April-June, 1944
815 Smotrichevskiy, Solobkovetskiy and Staro-Konstantinovskiy regions. March-July 1944.
817 Felshtinskiy, Chemerovetskiy, and Chernoostrovskiy regions. June 1944
818 Shepetovskiy region, city of Shepetovka, Yarmolinetskiy region, city of Yarmolinetsy. 1944
903 City of Slavuta, Izabelinskiy village soviet. Jan.-March, 1944

7021-61. Ukraine, Zaporozhskaya oblast
(See Reel 1 for additional material)

27 Chernigovskiy region. Feb.-May, 1944

7021-78. Ukraine, Chernigovskaya oblast
(See Reel 3 for additional material)

5 Varvinskiy region. June-July 1944

7021-66. Ukraine, Kirovogradskaya (Kirovograd?) oblast

122 City of Kirovograd. March 22 - April 1, 1944. Vol. 1

123 Aleksandrovskiy, Zlatopolskiy, Znamenskiy, and other regions. Dec. 1943, May-Sept. 1944

124 December 1943, May-June 1944

294 No specific region given

7021-60. Ukraine, Zhitomirskaya (Zhitomir) oblast
(See Reel 3 for additional material)

164 City of Zhitomir. Feb. 1944

285 City of Berdichev. April 1944

287 Brusilovskiy region. June 1945

288 Voldar-Volynskiy region. May 1945

289 Vcherayshanskiy region. May 1945

290 Gorodnitskiy region. April 1945

300 Krasnoarmeyskiy region. 1945

301 Luginskiy region. April-May 1945

302 Lubarskiy region. 1945

303 Malinskiy region. 1945

304 Narodichskiy region. May 1945
307 Olevskiy region. May 1945.

309 Radomyselkiy region. 1945

310 Ryzhninskiy region. 1945

311 Slovechanskiy region. 1945

312 Troyanovski region. April 1945

313 Chepovichski region. May 1945

Reel 3

7021-60. Ukraine, Zhitomirskaya (Zhitomir) oblast
(See Reel 2 for additional material)

314 Chernyachovski region. May 1945

315 Chudnovski region. May 1945

316 Emilchinski region. May 1945

317 Yanushpolskiy region. May 1945

318 Yarynski region. May 1945

319 No specific region given

320 Popelnianski region. 1945

7021-78. Chernigovskaya (Chernigov) oblast
(See Reel 2 for additional material)

1 Baturinski region. 1944

2 Bahmachski region. 1944

3 Berezinski region. 1944

4 Bobrovitski region. June - August, 1944

6 Gorodnianski region. June - July, 1944

7 Gremiachski region. July, 1944

8 Dmitrievski region. June - July, 1944
10 Ichenskiy region. May - July, 1944
11 Kozelets'kiy region. May - July, 1944
12 Komarovskyi region, January - September, 1944
13 Korops'kiy region. May - June, 1944
14 Korukovskiy region. May - August, 1944
15 Kulikovskiy region. May - July, 1944
16 Lozinovskiy region. July - August, 1944
17 Lubechskiy region. June - October, 1944
18 Malo-Devitskiy region. June - July, 1944
19 Menskiy region. May, 1944
20 The city of Nezhin. July, 1944
22 Novgorod-Severskiy region. May - July, 1944
23 Novo-Basanskiy region. July - August, 1944
24 Olshevskiy region. May - July, 1944
25 Ponornitskiy region. June - July, 1944
26 Repkinskiy region. June - July, 1944
27 Sosnitskiy region. May, 1944
28 Srebnianskiy region. June, 1944
29 Tupichevskiy region. June - July, 1944
30 Homichskiy region. June, 1944
31 The city of Chernigov. June - September, 1944
32 Schorskiy region. May - June, 1944
35 Michailovo-Kotsybinskiy and Nosovskiy regions. July - November, 1944
37 Prilutskiy and Semenovskiy regions, the city of Priluky. May - August, 1944
38 Chernigovskiy region. November, I943 - July, I944

39 The city of Chernigov. October - December, I943

173 No specific region given, I944

206 No specific region given, March, I944

36 Osterskiy region. June - October, I944

7021-65 Ukraine, Kievskaya (Kiev) oblast

5 The city of Kiev.

6 The city of Kiev.

7 The city of Kiev. I943

241 No specific region given, I943 - I944

521 Darnitskiy region, the city of Kaganovichi. December 23, I944

528 The city of Kiev. September 22 - September 23, I944

530 The city of Kiev.

7021-54, Ukraine, Vinnitskaya (Vinnitsa) oblast
(See Reel 4 for additional material)

1232 Oldonopolskiy region. I945

1233 Trostianetskiy region. April, I945

1234 Ulanovskiy region. October - December, I944

1235 Tomashpolskiy region. April - July, I944

1236 The city of Vinnita.

1237 Teplikskiy region. April, I945

1238 Oratovskiy region. April, I945

1239 Kopaigorodskiy region. April, I945

1240 Dzhulinskiy region. April, I945

1241 Bratslavskiy region. April, I945
1242 Bershadskiy region. April, l945
1243 Llnetskiy region. April, l945
1244 Murovano - Kurilovetskiy region. April, l945
1245 Litinskiy region. April, l945
1246 Komsomolskiy region.
1247 Kazatinskiy region. April, l945
1248 Sitkovetskiy region. November, l944 - April, l945
1249 Khmelnitskiy region. April, l945
1250 Nemirovskiy region. April, l945
1251 Vinnitskiy region. July, l944 - April, l945
1252 Tuvrovskiy region. April, l945
1253 Pogrebischenskiy region. October, l944 - January, l945
1254 Lipovetyskiy region. August, l944
1255 Chernovetskiy region. November, l944
1257 Turbovskiy region. March - December, l944
1258 Shpikovskiy region. October - November, l944
1259 Obodovskiy region. July, l944
1260 Voronovitskiy region. April - October, l944

Reel 4

7021-54. Ukraine, Vinnitskaya (Vinnitsa) oblast
(See Reel 3 for additional material)

1260 Voronovitskiy region. April - October, 1944
1261 Shargorodskiy (sp?) region. September - November, 1944
1262 Tulchinskiy region. October - November, 1944
Yaroshevskiy region. March - October, 1944  
Stanislavchikskiy region. August, 1944  
Krizhopolskiy region. April, 1945  
Dashevskiy region. November, 1944 - April, 1945  
Yampolskiy region. April, 1945  
Zhmerinskiy region. 1944 - 1945  
Pilskovskiy region. April 1945  
Chechelnitskiy region. April, 1945  
Mogilev-Podolskiy region. 1944 - 1945  
Gaisinskiy region. 1944 - 1945  
Barskiy region. April 1945  
Kalinovskiy region. April 1945  
The city of Vinnitsa  
The village of Tgurov, January, 1944  
Ukraine, Khersonskaya (Kherson) oblast  
(See Reel 5 for additional material)  
Belozerskiy region. September, 1944  
Berislavskiy region. April - May, 1945  
Bolshe-Alezandrovskiy region. April - November, 1944  
Genicheskiy region. January, 1944 - March, 1945  
Genicheskiy region. May, 1944  
Bolshe-Lepetinskiy region. February, 1944 - May, 1945  
Golopristskiy region. September, 1944  
Gornostayevskiy regions. December, 1943 - June, 1945  
Ivanonskiy region. February - May, 1944
412 Kalanchakskiy region. October - December, 1944
413 Kalininskiy region. September, 1944
414 Kahovskiy region. November, 1943 - May, 1944
415 Genicheskiy region. January, 1944 - March, 1945
416 Novo-Vorontsovskiy region. May - October, 1944
417 Novo-Troitskiy region. September - October, 1944
419 Skadovskiy region. September 1944 - June 1945
420 The city of Kherson. March 18 - April 11, 1944
421 The city of Kherson. June, 1944 - July, 1945
422 The city of Kherson. June, 1944.

Reel 5

7021-77. Ukraine, Khersonskaya (Kherson) oblast
(See Reel 4 for additional material)
422 The city of Kherson. June 1944
425 Khersonskiy region. September, 1944 - February, 1945
426 Tsurypinskiy region. November, 1943 - July, 1944
427 Chaplinskiy region. March - October, 1944
459 Komandorskiy region. 1944 - 1945
461 No specific region given
418 Sivashskiy region. September, 1944 - April, 1945

7021-16. Russia, Krasnodar Kray
2 The city of Armavir. August, 1943
3 The city of Eisk. April - July, 1943
4 Maikopskiy region, the city of Maikop, sts. Kupsorskaya and Hanskaya
6 February 3, 1943 - July 25, 1943

5 The city of Krasnodar. May - August, 1943

7 February 3 - August 11, 1943

8 March 18 - August 11, 1943

9 The city of Krasnodar. March, 1943

11 The city of Novorosiisk. September 20 - October 18, 1943

12 Belorechenskiy, Schorbinovskiy, Krulovskiy, Slavianskiy, Krasnoarmeiskiy, and Kanevskiy regions. February - September, 1943

13 The city of Krasnodar. July 4, 1943

14 The city of Krasnodar. July 5, 1943

15 Labinskiy region, st. Labinskaya. August 7, 1942 - January 22, 1943

141 St. Temirgorvskaya. September 1, 1943

422 Varenikovskiy region.

435 The city of Krasnodar, Sovetskiy, Mar'yanovskiy, Kalnbolotskiy, Beloglinskiy, Shteingardskiy, and Timoshevskiy regions. July - December, 1943


460 Anapskiy, Bruhovetskiy, Vuselkovskiy, Goriache-Kluchevskiy, Kamushevskiy, and Crimea regions. January, 1943 - April, 1944

461 Varenikovskiy, Kaganovskiy, Grazhdanskiy, and Korenovskiy regions. February - April, 1944.

462 The city of Krasnodar. September, 1943 - January, 1944

463 The city of Novorosiisk, Kurgtianskiy, Kurtsevskiy, Leningradskiy, Novo-Pokrovskiy, Novo-Titarevskiy, and Pashkovskiy boroughs. February, 1943 - May, 1944

466 Abinskiy and Novo-Minskiy regions. August, 1943 - January, 1944

464 Various regions. March, 1943 - June, 1944

465 Various regions. July, 1943 - July, 1944

586 No specific region given, May, 1944 - January, 1945
7021-69. Ukraine, Odesskaya (Odessa) Oblast
(See Reel 6 for additional material)

68. No specific region given, 1941-1944

69. Idem, 1941-1944

70. Idem, 1941-1944

Reel 6

7021-69. Ukraine, Odesskaya (Odessa) oblast
(See Reel 5 for additional material)

70. No specific region given, 1941-1944

71. Idem, 1941-1944

72. Idem, 1941-1944

73. Idem, 1941-1944

74. Idem, 1941-1944

75. Razdelianskiy, Berezovskiy, Andre-Ivanovskiy, Beliaevskiy, Chernianskiy, and Odesskiy regions.

76. Gaivoronskiy region.

77. Gaivoronskiy region (continuation).

78. Golovanetskiy, Volegotsylovskiy, Kodumskiy, and Olshanskiy regions.

80. No specific region given, 1941-1944

79. Domanevskiy, Mostovskiy, Savranskiy, Anan'evskiy, and Lubashevskiy regions. 1941-1944

81. No specific region given, 1941-1944

83. Tsebrikovskiy and Grossylovskiy regions. 1941-1944

82. Frunzenskiy, Yanovskiy, Troitskiy, and Pervomaiskiy regions. 1941-1944

84. Sheriaevskiy, Baltskiy, Ovidinopolskiy, and Krasno-Oknyanskiy regions. 1941-1944

342. The city of Odessa. May, 1944
343 The city of Odessa. May, 1944
345 The city of Odessa. May, 1944
412 Vradievskiy and Grushkovskiy regions. 1941-1944
432 No specific region given, 1941-1944
434 Idem, May 2 - 11, 1944
453 The city of Odessa.
436 No specific region given

7021-72. Ukraine, Donetsk oblast
(formerly Stalino oblast)
(See Reel 7 for additional material)

2 City of Mariupol, Oct 1943
3 City of Artemovsk
4 City of Makeevka
5 Stalinskiy region
6 City of Maiupol, Oct 1943 - Jan 1944
9 City of Kramatorsk (Continued on Reel 7)

Reel 7

7021-72. Ukraine, Donetsk oblast
(formerly Stalino oblast)
(See Reel 6 for additional material)

9 The city of Kramatorsk. (Continued from Reel 6)
12 The city of Gorlovka.
13 No specific region given
14 Andreevskiy, Bolsheianisolskiy, Budennovskiy, Volnovahskiy, Dzerzhinskiy, and Dobropolskiy regions. September, 1943 - January, 1944
15 Amvrosievskiy region. January, 1944
16 Avdeevskiy region. September, 1943 - January, 1944
17 Volodarskiy, Oldinskiy, Selidovskiy, Hartsizskiy, and Yanskiy regions. November, 1943 - January, 1944

18 Enakievskiy region, the city of Enakievo. November, 1943 - January, 1944

19 Gorlovskiy region.

20 The city of Druzhkovsk.

22 Limanskiy (Krasnolimanskiy) region. April, 1943 - January, 1944

24 Mangushskiy (Pershotravneniy) and Marinskiy regions, the city of Mariupol. January - February, 1944

26 Staro-Beshevskiy region. November, 1943 - February, 1944

27 Snezhianskiy region. December, 1943 - January, 1944

28 The city of Slaviansk. September - December, 1943

29 Chistiakovskiy region, the city of Shistiakovo. October, 1943 - January, 1944

30 The cities of Artemovsk, Chasov- Yar and the Carl Libnek village. September, 1943 - January, 1944

31 Staro-Kermencheskiy region. December, 1943 - January, 1944

32 The city of Kramatorsk. October - December, 1943

33 The city of Stalino (Now Donetsk). 1943

598 Idem, 1944

811 No specific region given, May 30, 1945

813 Mariupolskiy region, the city of Artemovsk. September - December, 1944

814 No specific region given, January 29, 1944

815 The city of Stalino (now Donetsk). September - October, 1943

7021-9. Ukraine, Crimea oblast
(See Reels 1 and 2 for additional material)

59 The city of Yalta.
60 Yaltinskiy region.

7021-74. Ukraine, Sumskaya (Sumy) oblast

510 Romenskiy region. 1943-1944

511 Trostianetskiy region. 1943-1944

512 Hotinskiy region. September - December, 1943

512a Hilchitskiy region. September - December, 1943

513 The city of Shostka.

515 Shostkinskiy region. 1943-1944

517 Shtepovskiy region. 1943-1944

1 The city of Konotop. October, 1943

2 The city of Sumy. September 21 - September 24, 1943

3 The city of Sumy. September 13 - September 21, 1943

4 The city of Sumy. September 17 - September 23, 1943

474 Glinskiy region. September 16, 1943 - May 10, 1944

477 Gluhovskiy region. October, 1943

478 Sinevskiy region. October, 1943

480 Putivlskiy region. November, 1943

479 Smelovskiy region. October, 1943

482 Krolevetskiy region. October, 1943

483 Talalaevskiy region. October, 1943

485 Yampolskiy region. November - December, 1943

Reel 7 CONTINUED

486 Belopolskiy region. October, 1943

418 Duboviazovskiy region. October - November, 1943
489 Duboviazovskiy region. 1942, 1943

491 L. Dolinskiy region.

492 Lebedinskiy region. August - November, 1943

493 Sumskoi region.

494 Bolshe-Pisarevskiy region. October, 1943

496 Glinskiy region, Perekopskiy and Moskalevskiya village Soviets. March - May, 1944

497 Glinskiy region, Yaroshevskiy and Glinskiy village Soviets. March, 1944

500 Chervoniy region. October, 1943

505 S. Budskiy region. November, 1943

506 Grunskiy region. 1943-1944

507 The city of Konotop. 1943-1944

508 Meropolskiy region. 1943-1944

509 Nadregailovskiy region. 1943-1944

7021-56. Ukraine, Voroshilovgrad oblast

2 Melovskiy region, Troitskiy village Soviet, Petrovskiy and "Progress" and "Frunze". Dibrovo khutors, collective farms 1943

3 The cities of Voroshilovgrad and Starobelsk, boroughs of "Ostiah Mogila" and "Ivanischevskiy Yar" of the city of Voroshilovgrad. Mines No. 30-35 "Michailovka" of the city of Starobelsk. 1943

564 Kremenskiy region, the city of Krasny Lych. September, 1943 - January, 1944.

680 Alexandrovskiy, Belvodskiy, Belokurakinskiy, Verhne-Antratsitovskiy regions. February, 1943 - May, 1944. Teplovskiy, and Bokovo-

681 The city of Voroshilovgrad, Artemovskiy borough. 1943

682 The city of Voroshilovsk, Voroshilovskiy, Yesugskiy, Ivanovskiy, and Cadievskiy regions. 1943.

683 Krasnodonskiy, Krasnoluchskiy, and Lisachanskiy regions, 1943
684 Lozno-Alexandrovskiy region. December 25, 1942 - August, 1943

686 Popasnianskiy, Svatovskoi, Sverdlovskiy, Slaviansko-Serbskiy, St. Luganskiy, and Uspenskiy regions, the city of Rubezhnoe.

685 Melovskiy, Mostovskiy, Novo-Aidarskiy, Novo-Astrakhanskiy, Novo-Dunaiskiy, Novo-Pskovskiy, and Novo-Svetlovskiy regions. 1943

687 Slaviano-Serbskiy, Ivanovskiy and Voroshilovskiy village soviets, Alexandrovskiy, St. Luganskiy, Pokrovskiy, Krasno-Luchskiy, Belo-Kurakinskiy, Nizhne-Duvanskiy, Starobelskiy, Novo-Aidarskiy and Novo-Pskovskiy regions. 1944

786 No specific region given

784 No specific region given, May 3, 1943

791 No specific region given

7021-65. Ukraine, Kievskaya (Kiev) oblast
(See Reel 3 for additional material)

520 The city of Kiev. 1945

7021-87. Belarus, Minskaya (Minsk) oblast
(See Reel 8 for additional material)

1 Begoml'sky region. October - November, 1944

2 Berezinskiy region. October, 1944

3 The city of Borisov. October, 1944

4 Borisovskiy region. September - October, 1944

5 Dzerzhinskiy region. September - October, 1944

6 Zaslavl'skiy region. September - October, 1944

7 Krupskiy region. September - October, 1944

8 Lagoiskiy region. September - October, 1944

9 The city of Minsk.

9a (maps)

10 Minsk region. November, 1944
11 Pleschenetskiy region. October, 1944

12 Pukhovishskiy region. September - October, 1944

Reel 8

7021-87. Belarus, Minskaya (Minsk) oblast
(See Reel 7 for additional material)

13 Rudenskiy region. October, 1944

14 Smolevishskiy region. September, 1944

15 Uzdenskiy region. September - October, 1944

16 Cholopenichskiy region. October, 1944

17 Cherven'skiy region. November, 1944

17a Oblast. The city of Minsk. 1941-1944

137 Oblast. The city of Minsk, Stalag No. 352.

7021-84. Belarus, Vitebskaya (Vitebsk) oblast

1 Bezhenkovichskiy region. I944 - I945

2 Bogushevskiy region. I943 - I945

3 The city of Vitebsk. I944 - I945

4 Vitebskiy region. I944 - I945

5 Gorodokskiy region. I944 - I945

6 Dubrovensky region. February - March, I945

8 Lioznianskiy region. I943 - I945

9 Mechovskiy region. I944 - I945

10 Orchanskiy region, the city of Orsha. April - November, I944

11 Sennenskiy region. I944 - I945

13 Surazhskiy region. December I943 - April, I944
12 Sirotinskiy region. I943 - March I945

14 Tolochinskiy region. February - March, I945

15 Chashnikovskiy region.

16 The city of Vitebsk. I941 - I944

17 No specific region given

7021-88. Belarus, Mogilevskaya (Mogilev) oblast

33 No specific region given

34 Belunichskiy region. November I944

35 Buchovskiy region

36 Goretskiy region. December I944

37 Dribinskiy region. November - December, I944

38 Klimovichskiy region. November - December, I944

39 Kostukovskiy region. October - December, I944

40 Krasnopolskiy region. December I944

41 Krichevskiy region. November - December, I944

42 Krugianskiy region. December I944

44 Mogilevskiy region. November - December, I944

47 Khotinskiy region. I944

45 Mstislavskiy region. November I944

46 Propoiskiy region. December I944

48 Chauskiy region. November I944

49 Cherikovskiy region. December I944

50 Shlovskiy region. I944

531 No specific region given, I944
532 Idem, December 23, 1943 - December 29, 1944

7021-85. Belarus, Gomel'skaya (Gomel) oblast
(See Reel 9 for additional material)

215 Kormianskiy region. 1944

216 Loevskiy region. April 1945

217 Rechitskiy region. 1944

217a Rechitskiy region. 1944

218 Rogachevskiy region. 1944

257 The city of Gomel. 1944 - 1945

Reel 9

7021-85. Belarus, Gomel'skaya (Gomel) oblast
(See Reel 8 for additional material)

257 No specific region given

413 Idem, 1944

415 The city of Gomel' 1943

7021-19. Russia, Bryanskaya (Bryansk) oblast

1 The city of Biansky. 1945

2 Zhiriantinskiy, Komarichskiy, Sevskiy, Bugonichskiy, Krasnogorskiy, Brianskiy, Kintsovskiy and Mglinskiy regions, the city of Brianskiy. 1945

3 Zhukovskiy, Kletnianskiy, Starodubskiy and Diatkovskiy regions. 1945

4 Zlunkovskiy, Voronokskiy, Navlinskiy, Pogarskiy, Unechskiy, Rognedinskiy, Pocheptskiy, Gordeevskiy and Dubrovskiy regions. The city of Bezhitas. July 1944 - September 1945

5 Klimovskiy and Karachevskiy regions, the city of Klintsu. March - April, 1944

93 The city of Bryansk

94 Mglinskiy, Kletnianskiy and Sevskiy regions., the city of Mglin. 1943

7021-22. Russia, Voronezhskaya (Voronezh) oblast
1 No specific region given, June 22, 1943

2 The city of Voronezh. 1943

10 The city of Voronezh and different regions. 1944

494 Zemilianskiy, Kantemirovskiy and Korotiakskiy regions. 1943

495 Alexeevskiy and Belogor’evskiy regions 1943

496 Buturlinovskiy, Golosnovskiy, Gremiachenskiy and Evadovskiy regions. 1943

499 Berezovskiy, Pavlovskiy, Pisarevskiy, Podgrienskiy, Raychenskiy, Rasoshanskiy and Semilukskiy regions. 1944

500 Sine-Lupigovskiy, Khlevenskiy, Kholoskiy and Shatalovskiy regions. 1943

501 Bogucharskiy and Budenovskiy regions. 1943

502 Veidenevskiy and Vedugskiy regions, the city of Voronezh, 1944

540 The city of Voronezh.

7021-26. Russia, Kalininskaya oblast

204 Nevelskiy region. October - December, 1943

205 Slepinskiy and Molodotutskiy regions. March 4 - 29, 1943

4 Oleninskiy, Ostashkovskiy and Peoskoshskiy regions. 1943

380 No specific region given, 1942 - 1943

509 Novotorzhskiy, Orshinskiy, Ostashkovskiy and P Gorel'skiy regions. 1943 - 1944

511 Bezhetskiy, Pologovskiy, Prusilovskiy and Vusokovskiy regions, the city of Kalinin. 1943 - 1944

510 Rzhevskiy, Sankovskiy, Staritskiy and Turginovskiy regions. 1943

527 No specific region given

508 Likhoslavskiy, Lukovnikovskiy, Mednovskiy and Molodotudskiy regions. 1943 - 1944

559 No specific region given. 1943 - 1944

7021-29. Russia, Kurskaya (Kursk) oblast
1 The villages of Solianka and Schetinka. July 8-12, 1943

3 No specific region given. March 5 - June 10, 1943

2 The city of Kursk. November 1941 - February 1943

5 Timskiy, Cheremisinskiy, Schigrovskiy, and Cherniavskiy regions. May 27 - June 9, 1943

4 Dmitrovskiy, Mangurovskiy, Medvedevskiy, Michailovskiy, Oboianskiy, solntsevskiy, and Streletsikiy regions. July 1943

6 Novosokolskiiy and Starosokolskiiy regions. February 13, 1943 - July 10, 1943

8 Belovskiy and Schebekinskiy regions. July 1943


19 Mikhoyanovskiy region. 1943

21 Tamarovskiy and other regions. 1943

22 No specific region given. July 25, 1943

978 The city of Belgorod.

979 The city of Dmitriev-Lgovsk. 1943

980 Veliko-Michailovskiy, Kriltsovskiy, Leninskiy, Malo-Archangelskiy, Medvenskiy, Michoyanovskiy, Michailovskiy, Oboianskiy, Pristenskiy, Prochorovskiy, Rakitianskiy regions. The city of Novy-Oskol. 1943

983 Ruľ'skiy region. The city of Ruľ'sk. 1943

984 No specific region given. 1943

985 Graivoronskiy region. 1943

1027 Khomutovskiy, V.Michailovskiy, Schebekinskiy, Trosnianskiy, Terbunskiy, Skorodnianskiy, Gorshechenskiy, Graivoronskiy, and Krupetskiy regions. 1943 - 1944


1049 No specific region given, 1944

1051 Idem, 1942 - 1943
The city of Kursk.

7021-37. Russia, Orlovskaya (Orel) oblast
(See also Reel 10 for additional material)

1 The city of Orel. August 7 - August 10, 1943

2 No specific region given, August 12 - August 14, 1943

3 The city of Orel. August 8, 1943

5 The city of Orel. August 15 - August 19, 1943

6 Orlovskiy region. August 11 - August 15, 1943

7 The city of Orel. November 19, 1943

10 The city of Orel. April - August, 1943

13 No specific region given, 1943 - 1944

16 The city of Orel.

20 Dolzhanskiy region, Troitskiy and Egor'evskiy village Soviets. 1943

23 No specific region given. 1943

517 The village of N-Ropsk. September - November, 1943

Fond 7021-34. Russia, Novgorodskaya (Novgorod) oblast

Tul'skaia oblast [sic], Babynskiy region. October 29, 1941 - April 22, 1943 [This material appears to be mislabeled and out of place. The single page that is filmed from this folder appears identical to p. 3, folder 17, Babynskiy region, Kaluzhskaya oblast, on Reel 11]

347 Batetskiy region. 1944 - 1945

354 Luchkovskiy region. January - February, 1945

360 Soletskiy region. October - December, 1944

362 Utorgoshtskiy region. October - November, 1944

361 The city of Staraya Russa. 1944 - 1945

363 Shimskiy region. October, 1944 - February, 1945

365 Dem'ianskiyskiy region. May 1945
364 Dem'ianskiyi region. March - April, 1945
367 The city of Novgorod. January - December, 1944
368 The city of Novgorod. February - October, 1945
372 Chudovskiy region. March - April, 1945
373 No specific region given. April 1945
765 The city of Staraya Russa. 1945
759 No specific region given. June 3, 1945
760 No specific region given. 1944
763 The city of Dem'iansk. August 1943
764 Batetskiy, Novgorodskiy, and Shimskiy regions. 1944

Reel 10

Fond 7021-37. Russia, Orlovskaya (Orel) oblast
(See also Reel 9 for additional material)

536 Russko-Brodska region. 1944
547 Kromskiy region. 1944
562 Shablikinskiy region. 1944
786 No specific region given.
792 Different regions.
791 No specific region given.
560 Uritskiy region.

Fond 7021-40 Russia, Rostovskaya (Rostov) oblast

1 The city of Rostov-na-Donu (Rostov on Don).
3 The cities of Krasniy Sulin, Novocherkassk, Azov, and Shahty. February 25 - April 11, 1943
4  Voloshinskiy, Dubivskiy, Kalmytskiy, Kievskiy, Konstantinovskiy, Krasnogvardeisky, Nikolaevskiy, Tatsinskiy, Tselinskiy, Tsimlianskiy, and Chertkovskiy regions. January 9 - April 17, 1943

7  Semikarakovskiy region. March 31 - April 11, 1943

8  Bazkovskiy, Belokalitvenskiy, Morozovskiy, Oblivskiy, Tatsinskiy, and Chernushevskiy regions. August 27, 1942 - February 9, 1943


10 The city of Rostov. August 3, 1943

11 The city of Taganrog. June 6 - September 1, 1943

14 The city of Rostov-na-Donu. February - March, 1944

12 The cities of Shahty, Novoshahtinsk, and Salsk. June 25, 1943

632 The city of Taganrog. October 1, 1941 - September 1943


774 Egorlikskiy, Zverenskiy, Zimovnikovskiy, Kagalnitskiy, Kaminskiy, Kasharskiy, Konstantinovskiy, and Krasnogvardeisky regions. 1943

776 Orlovskiy region. 1943

777 Peschanokopskiy, Proletarskiy, Razdorskiy, Romanovskiy, Salskiy, Radionovo-Nesvetaevskiy, Selivanovskiy, Semikarakorskiy, Scosurskiy, Taganrogskiy, and Chernushevskiy regions, and the city of Shahty. 1942 - July 1944

778 Andreevskiy and Zheleznodorozhiny regions, and the city of Rostov-na-Dony. 1943

779 The city of Rostov-na-Dony. August 1942 - December 1943

780 The city of Rostov-na-Dony, Leninskiy and Ordzhonokidzenskiy boroughs. 1943

781 The city of Rostov-na-Dony, Octiabr'skiy borough. September 1942 - November 1943

782 The city of Rostov-na-Dony, Proletarskiy and Stalinskiy boroughs. August 1943 - November 1944

844 The city of Rostov-na-Dony. July 24, 1942 - February 14, 1943

862 No specific region given.
7021-45. Russia, Stalingradskaya (Stalingrad) oblast

2 Gorodischenskiy region. 1943

3 Voroshilovskiy region. 1943

4 Kaganovichskiy region, and the city of Serafimovich. 1943

9 Chernushkovskiy region. 1943

10 Perelazovskiy region.

11 Kalachevskiy region. 1943

12 Gorodischenskiy region. 1943

13 V. Kurmoyarovskiy region. 1943

14 The city of Stalingrad.

299 No specific region given. November 1942 - February 1944

386 The city of Stalingrad.

390 No specific region given.

7021-44. Russia, Smolenskaya (Smolensk) oblast

14 The city of Smolensk. 1943

15 The city of Smolensk. 1943

24 Sumanovskiy region, the village of Spasskoe. April 23, 1943 - May 8, 1943

41 The city of Smolensk. 1943

43 The cities of Rzhev, Viaz'ma, Suchevka, and Gzhatsk. 1943

617 Andreevskiy region. 1943

619 Velizhskiy region. 1943

620 The city of Viaz'ma.

622 Glinskiy and Demidovskiy regions.

623 Drogobuchskiy region. September 1943 - April 1944
625 Iznoskovskiy, Karmanovskiy, and Kasplanskiy regions. 1943
626 Kozelskiy, Kirovskiy, and Krasninskiy regions. 1941 - 1943
628 Medunskiy region. 1942 - 1943
629 Ponizovskiy and Pochinkovskiy regions. 1942 - 1943
630 Roslav'l'skiy and Rudnianskiy regions.
631 The city of Roslav'.
632 Sukhinichskiy and Suchevskiy regions. March - April, 1943
634 Hislovichskiy region. 1943
635 Holm-Zhirkovskiy, Shumiachskiy, and Yartsevskiy regions. 1943 - 1944

Reel 10 CONTINUED

637 Pasturinskiy and Suchevskiy regions, the cities of Viaz'ma, Rzhev, and Suchevka. 1943. September 1943 - April 1944
1073 Il'inskiy region. May 1943
1073 Baturinskiy and Bel'skiy regions. March 1943
1082 No specific region given. 1942 - 1943
1089 Smolenskiy concentration camp No. 126. October 1943
1090 Smolenskiy POWs camp No. 126. October 1943
1091 The village of Alexandrovskoe. October 1943
1092 Smolenskiy region, the city of Smolensk. October 1945
1093 The city of Smolensk. POW hospital. October 1943
1094 Station Krasniy Bor of Western Railroad. October 1943
1095 The city of Smolensk. October 1943
1096 The city of Smolensk.

7021-57. Ukraine, Dniepropetrovsk oblast
(See Reel 11 for additional material)
13 The city of Dniepropetrovsk. November-December, 1943

36 The city of Krivoi Rog. May - October, 1944

66 Dniepropetrovskiy, Kletovskiy, Krivorozhskiy, and Krinichianskiy regions, the city of Dnieprodzerzhinsk. May-November, 1944

68 The city of Nikopol.

68 Novomoscowskiy region.

Reel 10A

File ((Häftlings-Personal-Karte) of Jews killed at Auschwitz. (In German)

Plus Fond 7021:
Opis 57Ukrainian SSR, Dniepropetrovskaya Oblast, 1943-46. Directory and opis (dela 1 - 521). 31pp
See also Reels 10 and 11.

Opis 83Belorussian SSR. Brestskaya oblast. Directory and opis (dela 1 - 384). 24pp
See also Reel 16.

Reel 11

7021-57. Ukraine, Dniepropetrovsk oblast
(See Reel 10 for additional material)


69 Pokrovskiy, Sinel'nikovskiy and Piatihatskiy regions. 1944

70 Solonianskiy, Sophievskiy, Stalinskiy, Tomakovskiy and Tsarichanskiy regions, 1944

71 Shirokovskiy, Schorskiy and Ur'evskiy regions, 1944

264 No specific region given, 1943

514 Apostolovskiy, Dniepropetrovskiy, Mezhevskiy, Novomoscowskiy, Pavlogradska, Perescheppinskiy, Tomakovskiy and Ur'evskiy regions. Cities of Krivoi Rog, Mazhevsk and Novomoscowsk. 1943-44

513 No specific region given, 1944-45

519 Idem
55 City of Krivoy Rog. 1944

65 Apostolovskiy, Vasil'kovskiy and Vernedneprovskiy regions, 1944

67 Magdalinovskiy and Mezhevskiy regions, 1944

7021-47. Russia, Tul'skaya (Tula) oblast
(for one additional folder see first folder under Novgorod oblast on Reel 9)

1 Dedilovskiy, Tul'skiy, Odoevskiy, Schekinskiy, Venevskiy, Volovskiy, Chernskiy, Kaluzhskiy, and Plavskiy regions. Jan 1942

4 Kaluzhskiy, Tovadkovskiy, Tul'skiy and Schekinskiy regions

352 City of Kaluga. December 21, 1942

377 No specific region given, Aug 1943

378 Idem, Dec 1943

179 Idem

7021-27 Russia, Kaluzhskaya oblast

17 Babuninskiy region [identical material appears on Reel 9, where the first folder under Novgorod oblast is labeled "Tul'skaya oblast, Babyninskiy region"

7201-31. Russia, Moskovskaya (Moscow) oblast

Summary statements by Commission.

1066 Krasno-Polianskiy, Lotoshinskiy, and Mozhaiskiy regions, 1943-44

1068 Ruzskiy region. 1943-44

1069 Solnechogorskiy region, 1943-44

1070 Ugodsko-Zavodskoy region 1943

1071 Kommunisticheskiy, Stalinogorskiy, and Uzlovskiy regions, 1943-44

1072 Khimkinskiy region, 1944

1073 Serebryano-Prudskiy, Yaroslavskiy and other regions, 1944

1127 Kommunisticheskiy region, Jan. 12-16, 1942
1149 City of Scopin, March 14, 15, 1942
1157 Uvarovskiy region; Aста́евский, Kolochskiy and other village soviets. Jan-April 1942

7021-73. Ukraine, Stanislavskaya (Stanislav) oblast
(See Reel 14 for additional material)

2 Burshtinskiy region, May 1945
3 Vugovskiy region, June 1945
7 Dolinskiy region, Mar 1945
11 Gordenkovskiy region; city of Kosov
8 Otiniyskiy region
Stanislavskiy region
13 Rogatinskiy region, Obertinskiy [region?]
14 ity of Kolomiya [sp?]; Kolomiyskiy region
24 No specific region given, 1945

Reel 12

7021-30. Russia, Leningradska (Leningrad) oblast
(See Reels 15, 16, 17 and 18 for additional material)

1 Demyanovskiy region [rayon]. 1943
1228 Vasilyeostrovskiy district [rayon], City of Leningrad. 1944
1232 Volodarskiy district, City of Leningrad, 1944
1233 Vyborgskiy district, City of Leningrad, 1944
1235 Idem
1236 Idem
1230 Idem
1231 Idem
1237 Dzerzhinskiy district, City of Leningrad. 1944
1238 Kirovskiy district, City of Leningrad. 1944
1239 Krasnogvardeyskiy district, City of Leningrad. 1944
1240 Idem
1241 Kuybyshevskiy district, City of Leningrad, 1944
1242 Idem
1243 Idem
1245 Moskovskiy district, City of Leningrad, 1944
1246 Oktyabrskiy district, City of Leningrad, 1944
1247 Idem
1280 City of Kronstadt, 1944
1281 City of Kolpino, 1944

Reel 13

7021-86. Belarus, Grodnenskaya (Grodno) oblast

37 Volkovyskiy region [rayon], Mar 1945
36 Vasilishchkovskiy region, May 1945
35 Berestovitskiy region, Mar-Oct 1945
34 No specific region given, Jun 1945
30 Idem, Mar 1945
38 Grodnenskiy region, Mar 1945
40 City of Grodno, 1944-45
41 Zelvenskiy region, May-Jun 1945
42 City of Lida, Aug 1944 - May 1945
43 Mostovskiy region, Apr 1945
44 Porozovskiy region, Feb-May, 1945
45 Radunskiy region, Mar-May 1945
46 Svislochskiy region, 1945
48 Sorotskinskiy region, Feb-Jun 1945
107 No specific region given, 1945
108 City of Grodno

7021-67. Ukraine, Lvovskaya (Lviv) oblast
75 City of Lvov (Lemberg,Lviv)
77 Idem
76 Idem
80 Cities of Zolochev and Brodi, Brodi region
135 Lvov
136 City of Rava-Russkaya, 1943-44
134 Namelist of criminals and collaborators
137 City of Lvov, 1941, 1944
81 Forensic medical reports
79 Zholkev and Yavorov regions, Sep-Oct 1944
82 Sokol', Sokol'nytsy, Podkamen'ye, Shererts regions; City of Krakovets; Bussk, rural Lvov, Glinyany, Ivano-Frankovsk (formerly Stanislav), and Radekhov regions
78 Cities of Rava-Russkaya and Gorodok
86 City of Lvov and Lvov oblast: Forensic and other reports: Lvov, Zolochev, Gorodok, Rova-Russkaya.
83 Forensic medical reports

7021-71. Ukraine, Rovenskaya (Rovno) oblast
(See Reel 14 for additional information)
2 Interrogations of German POWs, 1944
3 General information
4 Rovno region
48 Dubno region
49 Dubravitsa region
88 Religious cults [sic]
121 Goshchany and Morochkiy regions
42 Berezni region
44 Vladimir region
45 Vysotskiy region
46 Davidovo region
47 Derazhany region
60 Mlynovo region
70 Sarny region

Reel 14

7021-71. Ukraine, Rovenskaya (Rovno) oblast
(See Reel 13 for additional information)

70 No specific region given

1 Ostrozhetskiy region

69 Tuchinskiy region, Nov. 17-29, 1944

63 Ostrozhskiy region, Dec. 12, 1944

64 Idem, November 26 - December 26, 1944

54 Koretskiy region, Nov. 15, 1944 - Jan. 15, 1945

52 Klesovskiy region, Nov. 17-30, 1944

7021-55. Ukraine, Volynskaya oblast
(See Reel 16 for additional material)

2 Gorokhovskiy region, Sep-Nov 1944
3 Zabolot'evskiy region

4 Kovel'skiy region, Sep-Nov 1944

5 Kolkovskiy region, Sep-Nov 1944

8 Manevichski and Ustilugski regions. Oct-Dec 1944

9 Matseevskiy region, Jan 1945

10 Zaturtsevskiy [sp?] and Tarchinskiy regions

11 Poretskiy, Kamenets-Kashikski, Rozhischanskiy, Lubinovskiy, Olynkiy and Lutskiy regions. Sep 44 - March 46

12 Tsumanskiy region, Dec 44 - Feb 45

7021-22. Russia, Ivano-Frankovsk oblast; formerly Stanislavskaya (Stanislav) oblast
(See Reel 11 for additional information)

22 Yaremchanskiy region, 1945

23 Pereginskiy region, 1945

21 Yablonovskiy region, 1945

19 Tlumachevskiy region, 1945

18 Stanislavskiy city council

17 Shiatinskiy region, March 1945

16 Rozhyatovskiy region, Feb 1945

15 Pechenezhinskiy [sp?] region, 1945

14 Lonchinskiy region, 1945

12 Lusetskiy, Gvozdatskiy, Bukachivski regions

10 No specific region given

9 Bolekhovskiy region

Boleshevskiy, Tigmenitskiy regions

8 Kaluzhskiy region, March - May 1945
6 Zabolotovskiy region, May 1945
5 Zhovtsevskiy [sp?], Feb 1945
4 Galichskiy region, March 1945
1 Bogorodchanskiy region, March 1945

7021-79. Ukraine, Chernovitskaya (Chernovtsy) oblast
(See Reel 15 for additional material)

67 City of Chernovtsy, June 1945
68 City of Khotin, July, 1945

Reel 15

7021-79. Ukraine, Chernovitskaya (Chernovtsy) oblast
(See Reel 14 for additional material)

69 City of Starozhinets, Jul 1945
70 Vashkovskiy region, Jul 1945
71 Vuzhnitskiy region, Jul 1945
73 Glubokskiy region, Jul 1945
74 Zastavnyanskiy region, Jul 1945
75 Kel'menetskiy region, Jul 1945
76 Kitsmanskiy region, Jul 1945
77 Novosel'skiy region, Jul 1945
78 Puklovskiy region, Jul 1945
79 Sadogorskiy region, Jul 1945
80 Sokikyanskiy region, Jul 1945
81 Storozhenetskiy region, Jul 1945
82 Chotinskiy region, Jul 1945
83 Chernovitskiy region, Jul 1945
123 No specific region given

125 Idem

7021-30. Russia, Leningradskaya (Leningrad) oblast
(See Reels 12, 16, 17, and 18 for additional material)

1252 city of Leningrad, Primorskiy district, vol. 1, 1944

1253 Idem, vol. 2

1250 city of Leningrad, Petrogradskiy district. vol. 4

1251 Idem, vol. 5

Reel 16

7021-30. Russia, Leningradskaya (Leningrad) oblast
(See Reels 12, 17 and 18 for additional material)

1248 City of Leningrad, Oktyabr'skiy district, 1944

1267 Idem, Frunzenskiy district

1264 Idem, Smol'nitsky district

1255 Idem, Sverdlovskiy district

1260 Idem

1273 city of Pushkin, 1944

7021-55. Ukraine, Volynskaya oblast
(See Reel 14 for additional material)

13 Senkevichskiy, Kivertsovskiy, Golobskiy, and Vladimir-volunskiy regions; city of Kovel', Nov 1944 - March 1946

14 No specific region given

359 Idem, 1943

249 Idem, Dec 1944 - March 1945

364 Idem

7021-39. Russia, Pskovskaya (Pskov) oblast
316 Dnovskiy region, Mar-May 1945
318 Kachanovskiy region
319 Novorzhlevskiy region, May 1944 - April 1945
320 Novosel'skiy region. March 1945
325 Pozherevitskiy region, March-April 1945
332 City of Pskov, 1944-1945
333 City of Pskov
334 Pskovskiy region
432 No specific region given, Feb-June 1945
461 No specific region given,
455 Idem
7021-83. Belarus, Brestskaya (Brest) oblast
12 Vusokovskiy region, Sep

**Reel 17**

7021-75. Ukraine, Ternopol oblast

101 Ko_lovetsky Region. Akty, reports, protocols. 1944.
108 Veliko-Borkovsky Region. Akt, 11 protocols. 1944.
211 Lanovetsky Region. Akt, medical report, list of atrocities. 1944.
109 Mel'nitse-Podol'sky Region. Akty, protocols, map of grave site, namelist of victims, a few 
Verordnungsblätter. 1944
105 City of Ternapol. Jul 1944 - Feb 1945
376 Kopotsetsky Region. Akty, namelist of perpetrators. Nd on folder cover.
377 Monastirissky region. Statistics on victims, akty, gravesite maps, Jun-Jul 1945


87 Vortsevsky region. Akty, namelists of perpetrators, protocols. Jul 1944 - Feb 1945


95 Gusuatinsky region. Akty, list of crimes, namelist of perpetrators. Mar 1945

487 Kozova. Statistics re victims, protocols. May 1945

473 Damage to "religious cults." 1944-45

470 Idem, in Novosel'sky and Kovos regions. 1945

469 Idem, Statistics, akty, 1944

15 Shumsky region. Akty, gravesite maps, list of crimes, protocols. Nov 10, 1944

14 Chertkovsky region. Akt, protocols. Aug-Oct 1944

7021-30. Russia, Leningradskaya (Leningrad) oblast
(See Reels 12, 15, 16, 18 for additional material)

1274 Leningrad oblast, city of Pushkin. Explanations, akty. 1944-45

NOTE: The next material on this reel is not part of Fond 7021, the Extraordinary Commission.... It is instead a copy of opis 1 from Fond 8114, "The Jewish Antifascist Committee in the USSR," 1942-48, also in the State Archive of the Russian Federation in Moscow.

Fond 8114, opis 1

Pp 1-7 of the opis: Foreword and history of the Fond by "Senior Conservator of the Fond," L. D. Shapovalova.

Summary of part of foreword: Most of the materials are from the editorial board of "Einheit," and much of it is written in the "Jewish language., but some of it is written in English. Much of the material is financial and administrative records. A much smaller part of the fond is records of the Committee--reports, correspondence, minutes, etc., "which are of more historical interest."

Index to folders of the fond.

Folder descriptions for dela 1-1294 of opis 1, in numerical order; d. 1295 is the old opis.

Inventory statement: there are a total of 1261 folders in this opis.
[End of material from Fond 8114]

[The following material is again from Fond 7021:]

7021-30. Russia, Leningradskaya (Leningrad) oblast

1272 Documents: crimes against citizens of Leningrad during the war and blockade. v. 53, Stol'ninsky region, 1944. Protocols, explanations, akty. 1944

1275 Documentation; crimes against citizens of city of Pushkin during its occupation. v. 47, 1944-45. Akty, explanations. (This folder continued on Reel 18)

Reel 18

7021-30. Russia, Leningradskaya (Leningrad) oblast
(See Reels 12, 15, 16, and 17 for additional material)

1275 City of Pushkin. 1944-45 (This folder continued from Reel 17)

247 City of Pavlovsk. 1044-45

245 Oredezhsk region, 1944-45

246 Os'minsk region, 1944-45

243 Kingiseppsk region, 1944-45

242 Gatchinsk region, 1944-45

242a Idem

168 Mginsk region, 1944-45

167 Luzhsk region, 1944

250 Slantsevsk region, 1944

253 Leningrad & its suburbs, 1944

248 Povlovsk region, 1944

249 City of Petrokrepost', 1944

241 City of Gatchina, 1944

165 Luzhsk region, 1944
1271 Frunzensk region, 1944
170 Porgolovsk region, 1944
244 Krasnosel'sk region, 1944
1276 City of Pushkin, 1944
1277 Idem
1278 Idem, 1945

7021-96. Moldova
81 Beltsskiy Uezd, 1944
82 Idem
83 Idem
84 Benderskiy uezd, 1944
85 Idem
86 Kogulskiy (sp?) uezd, 1945(?)
89 Kishinevskiy uezd, 1945
90 Idem, 1945

188 Statements (A__) on Calculating Damage Inflicted by German-Romanian Occupiers upon the Buildings, Equipment, and Utensils of Religious Sects (____), Moldavian SSR, 1944-45

103 Orders of Romanian Occupation Forces (Moldavian SSR), n.d.
102 City of Kishinev, 1944-45
91 Kishinevskiy uezd, 1944-45
101 Cities of Tiraspol, Bel'tsy, Bendery, 1944-45
99 Slobodzeyskiy region, Mar 1945
98 Rybnitskiy region, Mar 1945
97 Kamenskiy region, 1944-45
93 Sorokskiy region, May 1945
94 Idem, Mar 1945
96 Dubossarskiy region, 1944-45
95 Grigoriopol'skiy region, Mar 1945

7021-30. Russia, Leningradskaya (Leningrad) oblast
1283 City of Petrodvorets, 1944
1744 Cities of Pushkin, Petrodvorets, Gatchina, Pavlovsk, 1945
1745 Cities of Shlissel'burg, Tikhvin, Malaya, Vishera, Demyansk; Volkhovskiy, Kirishskiy, Zaluchskiy, Chudovskiy, Polavskiy regions, 1943-44

43 IT DOES NOT SEEM POSSIBLE TO ME THAT THIS CAN BE OPIS 30 IF IT IS ROVNO --ROVENSKAYA OBLAST-- IN THE UKRAINE, BECAUSE I THINK OPIS 30 IS RESERVED FOR LENINGRAD.

43 Ukrainian SSR, Rovenskaya oblast, Verbskiy region, Nov-Dec 1944
41 Aleksandrovskiy region, Nov-Dec 1944
55 Kostopol'skiy region, Nov-Dec 1944
65 Rovenskaya Oblast, Nov 1944

**Reel 19**

7021-94. Lithuania

418 City of Vilnius
438 Vilniusskiy uezd (district)
2 City of Kaunas
1 City of Vilnius
3 Alitus KL, 1944
419 Vilkavishkiy uezd
421 Kedaynskiy uezd
460 Pogegen Death Camp (Oflag 53), 1944-45
Kretingskiy uezd
423 Muzheykskiy uezd
439 Zarasayskiy uezd
440 City of Kaunas
429 Tauragskiy uezd
431 Trakayskiy uezd
435 Shvenchenskiy uezd
433 Utyanskiy uezd
432 Ukmergskiy uezd
428 Seynyayskiy uezd
427 Raseyuskiy uezd
434 Shakyayskiy uezd
436 Shyaulyayskiy uezd
430 Tel'shyayskiy uezd
426 Panevezhskiy uezd
424 Mdriyampol'skiy uezd
420 Iaunasskiy uezd

Reel 20

7021-93. Latvia
(See Reels 21 and 23 for additional material)

10 Riga re murder of psychiatric patients. Dec 3-16, 1944

11 Riga re sterilization of women. Dec 2-16, 1944
6 Riga re Salispils KL. Oct 23 - Dec 16, 1944

8 Re Soviet POWs, stalag 35

9 Re shooting of civilians and Soviet POWs at Kanatna (Riga) and Shkipatovo Station. 18 Nov - 16 Dec 1944

5 Re Killing of Soviet POWs, stalag 350, Pernavskaya ulitsa [street]. Nov 21 - Dec 16, 1944

3 Re shooting of civilians and Soviet POWs ub Dremlinskiy forest on the outskirts of Riga.

2 Re Rumbul'skiy [Rumbula] forest killings, Riga. 1944

21 Riga. 1944

20 Daugavpils

12 Re the organization by the Nazis of special zoological and hygienic institutes in Riga. Nov 25 - Dec 16, 1944

19 Re torture and killing of civilians in the Riga ghetto, "Moscow vorstadt" region. Sep 10 - Dec 16, 1944

17 Central and "srochnaya" jails in Riga, Gestapo, Prefecture, and other places. 1944

13 Shooting of civilians in Straddulshchizha [sp?] near Yugla [sp?] station, near Riga

Reel 21

7021-93. Latvia
(Additional material on Reels 20 and 23)

22 Daugavpils, 1944

48 City of Riga and Riga uezd, 1944-45

50 Idem

45 Rezknenskiy uezd, 1944

40 City of Riga, 1944

47 Rezknenskiy uezd

102 Valmierskiy uezd, 1944-45

111 Iluktskiy uezd, 1944-45
114 Ludzinskiy [Ludzenskiy?] uezd, 1944-45

119 Tsespssiyy [Tsesikiy?] uezd, 1944-45

118 Idem

58 Bauskiy uezd, 1944-45

94 Daugavpilskiy uezd, 1944-45

3691 Report summarizing all atrocities committed from 1941 to 1945 in Latvia (includes lists of perpetrators).

66 Vayakskiy uezd, 1944-45

3792 City of Riga

3784 Idem

3788 Rezhitskiy [sic] uezd, 1942

131 Talsskiy uezd, 1944-45

3787 (town of?) Rezekna [Rezekne?]

3785 City of Riga

2394 Ventspilskiy uezd, 1944-45

**Reel 22--Does not exist**

**Reel 23**

7021-93. Latvia  
(Additional material on Reels 20 and 21)

1 Bikkenerkskiy [sic] Forest. Riga. Nov 2 - Dec 16 1944

3693 No specific region given. Namelists of perpetrators.

3694 Translations (into Russian) and photostats of German documents

3695 Idem

3696 Salspils
Journal of ghetto police, providing evidence of murder of Soviet civilians, Riga

No specific region given

Soviet POWs and civilians, in German camp No. 347, Rezekne, Latvia

Order of Strauch, Command of SiPo, Latvia, re destruction of the village of Audrina and execution of all of its male inhabitants (wall poster)

Murder of civilians (namelists), Riga, vol I, 1944-45

Murder of civilians, Talsskiy uezd. 1944-45

Idem, Tukums uezd, 1944-45

Idem, Ayznute [sp?] uezd, 1944-45

Idem, city of Ventspils, 1944-45

Idem, Yekabpils (Yakobpils), Vol. I, 1944-45

Idem, Vol. II

Idem, Vol. III

Idem, Vol. IV

**Reel 24**

Belarus, Polesskaya oblast

Domonovichskiy region, 1944

Petrikovskiy region, Dec 1944

Turovskiy region, Dec 1944

Oktyabrskiy region, 1944

Belarus, Molodechnenskaya oblast

City of Vileika, 1944-45

Volozhinskiy region
7021-91. Belarus, Polesskaya oblast
(Additional material on Reel 25)

24 Zhoinikskiy region, Dec 1944

5 Ivievskiy region, 1945

6 lianskiy region, 1945

7 Krivichskiy region, 1945

8 Kuzenetskiy region, Mar-Jun 1945

9 Molodechenskiy region, 1945

10 Myadelskiy region, 1945

11 Ostrovetskiy region, 1945

12 Oshmyanskiy region, 1945

13 Postarsskiy region, 1945

14 Dadoshkovichskiy region, 1945

15 Smorgonskiy region, 1945

16 Yuratishskiy region, 1945

7021-82. Belarus, Bobruiskaya oblast

1 City of Bobruisk and oblast, May 26, 1945

2 City of Bobruisk, Bobruisk region, and Paricheskiy region: namelists of those hung or tortured.

3 Idem for Klichevskiy, Krasnoslabodskiy, and Kirovskiy regions

4 Gresskiy region, 1945

5 Lubonskiy region in Minsk and Bobruisk oblasts, 1945

6 Gloosskiy region, Oktyabrskiy region, 1945

7 Starobinsky region

8 Starodorodskiy region; Kipilskiy region, 1944
9 City of Slutsk; Slutskiy region, Sep 1944

7021-81 Belarus, Baranovicheskaya (Baranovichi) Oblast

102 Akty of confirmed atrocities

102A Akt and protocols of interrogations

105 No specific region given

106 Bitenskiy (?), Goroditshenskiy, Dyatlovski, Ivenetskiy, Pletski, Karelichski, Mirski, and Novogrudskiy regions

112 No specific region given, 1941

134 Namelist of those guilty of atrocities

7021-90 Pinskaya (Pinsk) oblast

24 No specific region given

Reel 25
(Mistitled "Reel 23" at the front end of the film)

7021-97 Estonia

15 [No information on folder cover]


17 Idem, atrocities in Kloga, Vol. II, 1945

19 Vilyanima uezd, 1945

20 Virushansky uezd and city of Narva, 1945

21 Pyarnumaa uezd and city of Pyarna, 1945

22 Saaremaa Uezd, Vol I, 1945

23 Tartumaa uezd and City of Tarmu, 1945

24 City of Tallin, Vol I, 1945

24 Idem, Vol II
25 Idem, Vol. III

724 Religious organizations, 1945

867 Materials on research on atrocities by Germans in Tallin, 1946

872 Witness statement of Sirge, Rudolf Ivanovich, 1945

881 Annual report, July 1941 - July 1942

882 Materials about atrocities by Germans in Estonia

7021-71 Ukraine, Rovenskaya (Rovno) oblast

51 Klevansky region, Nov. 21 - Dec. 8, 1944

53 Kozinsky region, No. 30, 1944

56 Krasnoarmeyskiy region, Nov 26 - Dec 21, 1944

57 Ludvipolskiy region, May 25, 1945

58 Menerichskiy region, May 15-18, 1945

59 No specific region given, Nov 20-27, 1944

61 Ostrozhetskiy region, Jan. 13, 1944

62 Ostrozhskiy region

66 Rafalovskiy region, Dec. 5-8, 1944

68 Tuchimskiy region, November 17-29, 1944

71 Stepanovskiy region, Dec 15-17, 1944

119 No specific region given, Mar 1944

7021-92 Belarus, Polotskaya oblast

209 Poraslavskiy region, Mar-April, 1945

210 Vetrinskiy region, Mar-April, 1945

211 Vidzovskiy, Mar-April, 1945
212 Glubokskiy region, Mar 1945
213 Disnenskiy region, Mar-April 1945
214 Dokshitskiy region, Mar, 1945
215 Drissenskiy region, Jul 1944 - April 1945
216 Dunelovichezkiy region, Mar-April, 1945
217 Miorskiy region, Mar-April 1945
218 Osvyayskiy region Mar 1945
219 Polesskiy region, Mar 1945
220 City of Polotsk, Mar - May 1945
221 No specific region given, Jan 1943 - April 1945
202 Rassonskiy region, Feb - Mar 1945
223 Ushanskiy region, Mar - April, 1945
224 Sharkovshinskiy region, Mar 1945
312 Namelists of perpetrators, 1945
7021-91 Belarus, Polesskaya oblast
(Additional material on Reel 24)
10 Brazinskiy region, 1944-45
11 Vasilevichevskiy region, Jan 1945
Domanovicheyskiy region, Dec 1944
14 Zhitkovichskiy region, Dec 1944
15 Kalininovskiy region, Dec 1944
16 Komarinskiy region, Dec 1944
17 Kanatkevicheskiy region, Dec 1944
18 Legachinskiy region, Dec 1944
19 Mozarskiy region, Dec 1944 - Jan 1945
20 City of Mozyr, Dec 1944 - May 1945
21 Zharovlyansky region, Dec 1944 - Jan 1945

Reel 26

7021-90 Belarus, Pinskaya (Pinsk) oblast

24 City of Pinsk

25 No specific region given, April 1945

27 Ivanovskiy region

28 Drogichinskiy region

30 Telehanskiy region, 1945

31 Luninetskii region, 1945

32 Gantsevicheskiy region, 1945

33 Leninskiy region, 1944

34 Stalinskiy region 1945

35 David-Gorodskiy region, 1945

200 City of Pinsk, perpetrators, 200

201 Report, 1945

199 Report, 1945

7021-58 Ukraine, Drogobikhaya oblast

20 Modinichskiy, V.-Ustriksiy, Turkorskiy, Dovromilskiy, Mediksiy, and Uirovskiy regions

21 No specific region given, 1944-45, Vol. II

22 Idem, Vol. III

23 City of Drogobich

119 No specific region given

120 Idem, 1943-44
7021-63 Izmaylskaya oblast

1 No specific region given, 1944-45

312 Report, 1945

315 No specific region given, 1945

?Grodno [sic]

Reel 27

Fond 7445. Materials relating to Soviet Charges at the International Military Tribunal, Nuremberg

Opis 2

Folder No.

75 Witness statements (Section I, folder 75)

93 Re atrocities committed in Stavropol Kray, Stalinskaya oblast; use of typhus epidemic; Soviet POWs, et al. (In Russian, German, and English) (Section II, folder 14)

94 Idem, in Lviv, Lithuania, Kiev, et al. (Section II folder 15)

96 Idem, in Kharkov and Kharkov oblast, et. al.

97 Idem, in Minsk et al. (Section II folder 18)

98 Idem, in Odessa, et al (Section II folder 19)

99 Idem, in Krasnodar, Belorussia, et al. (In Russian and German) (Section II folder 20)

More material on atrocities

104 Idem, (Section II, folder 25)

128 Idem, (Section II folder 49)

133 Report on mass shootings of Soviet civilians. (in Russian and German) (Section II, folder 54)

138 Idem, incl. Grodno. (Section II, f